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1 Abstract

A language survey was conducted in 1974 among the Chakali language community
(Gur language family) of Ghana's Upper West Region, in order to assess the
level of Wali comprehension among Chakali speakers (Reimer and Blass 1975).
Wali comprehension was found to be high. In 1995 a follow-up survey was
conducted in order to examine the present day sociolinguistic situation. This
paper presents the findings from this recent study.

Through the use of sociolinguistic questionnaires administered to community
leaders as well as to individuals, the survey researchers collected data
concerning reported levels of multilingualism, the second language learning
environment, language use in various domains, language attitudes toward both
written and oral forms of Chakali and Wali, and education and literacy levels
in four Chakali communities. Special attention was given to indicators of
possible language shift.

The results are given for each of the above mentioned categories as well as
their implications for Chakali language development. Overall, the results show
high levels of reported bilingualism and use of Wali. However, there were no
indicators of imminent language shift.

2 Introduction

This paper reports on a sociolinguistic survey done among the Chakali people
in Ghana's Upper West Region. It was a follow-up study to a 1974 survey in
which the need for Chakali language development was investigated (Reimer and
Blass 1975). In that study Wali comprehension was tested in two Chakali
villages and the results showed high comprehension. The researchers concluded
that the Chakali could understand Wali for everyday topics and should be able
to use some Wali written materials.

The goal of the current survey was to examine the present-day sociolinguistic
situation in the Chakali area, twenty years after the first survey. The
purpose of the survey was to help administrators of the Ghana Institute of
Linguistics, Literacy and Bible Translation (GILLBT) decide whether there is a
need for Chakali language development or whether these communities should be
linked to Wali literacy efforts (Hatfield 1994).1 Some information was also
gathered on the use of Dagaari and Vagla in the Chakali area.

The survey was carried out September 25-29, 1995 by Samuel Ntumy (GILLBT
member), Angela Kluge and Barbara Tompkins (SIL Togo/Benin members).

In the following sections pertinent background information will be presented.
Some of the data was gathered during community interviews (see section 5.1).

2.1 Language Situation

2.1.1 Language classification

Chakali is classified as a Gur language belonging to the Central subgroup.
Further classification is as follows:

 Southern, Grusi, Western, Chakali (Naden 1989:143-148, Grimes 1992:265).

                        
1 The proposal for surveys was based on discussions with Andy Ring of

GILLBT/SIL.
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Other languages with this same Southern Grusi classification are: Vagla,
Tampulma, Deg, and Sisaala.

The lexical relationships within this Grusi cluster have been listed as
follows by Bendor-Samuel (1965:48) and Reimer & Blass (1975:2):

Chakali Sisaala (Yala) 72%
Vagla 68%
Tampulma 62%
Deg/Mo 61%
Sisaala (Funsi) 55%
Sisaala (Lambusie) 55%
Sisaala (Tumu) 47%

2.1.2 Dialect situation

According to Reimer & Blass (1975:2), the language change from village to
village is very small. “One to five words may be spelled slightly differently.
Occasionally a word is completely different. Thus it is not appropriate to
speak of dialects.” In the current study this view was supported in several
interviews with community leaders in which the elders stated that apart from
occasional pronunciation differences, the Chakali language is the same from
village to village.

2.1.3 Map and description of the area

(a) Location

The Chakali live in a group of villages at the east end of the Wa district,
and have as their neighbors to the north the Sisaala; to the east, although
separated by the Kulpawn River and a Forest Reserve, the Tampulma (Tamprusi);
to the south the Vagla; and to the west the Wali (see Bendor-Samuel 1965:48).
[See appendix A for a map of the area.]

(b) Chakali village information

The following information is based on the 1975 report (Reimer & Blass 1975:4)
with additions and updates made during the current survey research. The 1975
information is set between two asteriks (*-*) and all population figures are
1995 estimates derived from 1984 Census data using a 2.3% annual growth rate.
Those villages visited during the 1995 survey are indicated with the survey
year ('95) following the village name.

Bulenga: ('95)
• * about 20 miles from Wa *
• speak Bulengi (reported, by elders in Bulenga, to be closer to Wali

than to Chakali)
• although not a Chakali village, the Wali Chiefs in Chakali villages

come from the Bulenga palace.
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Tosa: ('95)
• * 29 miles from Wa *, (4 miles southeast of Bulenga) along the Wa-

Ducie road
• dirt road between Bulenga and Tosa is in good condition
• second largest Chakali village, population 580, * located on a lower

slope *
• primary school, JSS
• mosque, Evangelical Church of Ghana (ECG)

Tissa:
• south of Bulenga
• population 320

Sogla:
• south of Bulenga
• population 215

Motigu: ('95)
• * 36 miles from Wa and 7 miles east of Tosa *, along the Wa-Ducie

road.
• dirt and rock road between Tosa and Motigu will have some muddy

patches during rainy season
• population 480
• * main occupation: farming *
• * natural water supplies near the village *
• * market day every six days *
• primary school
• mosque, Roman Catholic Church

Ducie: ('95)
• * 42 miles from Wa, 6 miles east of Motigu * continuing along the Wa-

Ducie road
• * on top of a low hill *
• dirt and rock road between Motigu and Ducie has been made passable by

the people of Ducie. However, there are still some difficult areas.
• biggest Chakali village with an estimated 2800 inhabitants
• * the town seemed to be self-contained *
• * main occupation: farming *
• * water source is a natural rock pool near the foot of the hill *
• * a fair majority of the village had always lived in Ducie *
• * market day every six days *
• primary school, JSS
• no mosque or church

Gulumbele:
• east of Ducie
• road impassable during rainy season, access by footpath
• population 370
• primary school
• no church, periodic visit by priest
• Roman Catholic Church built a dam in the community to provide drinking

water.
Katua: ('95)

• 20 miles northeast of Bulenga
• only Chakali village situated along this northern road
• population 300
• primary school, JSS
• mosque, no church
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2.2 Population

In the 1984 General Census (Boateng 1984) the Chakali were numbered at 4,000.
Using this 1984 figure and factoring in a 2.3% annual growth rate would make
the current population an estimated 5,000.

2.3 Presence of other ethnic groups

None of the villages visited are isolated from contact with other ethnic
groups. Wali people have become part of every Chakali community, and there is
a Dagaari settlement near Katua due to farming. Although fewer in number,
there are also some Vagla in the area. As reported in community interviews
there are evidently no restrictions concerning intermarriage, and marriages
between Chakali and Wali are quite common.

In an interview with A. B. Sakara, a Chakali man and JSS Headmaster in Wa, he
stated that in the early 1970s there was an increase in trade between the Wali
and the Chakali. He believes that this contact will only increase in the
coming years, especially if improvements are made to the Wa-Ducie road.
According to Mr. Sakara, the Wali are not willing to learn Chakali, so the
normal means of communication has been for the Chakali people to learn Wali.

2.4 Regional language use

Dagaari is the official regional language in the area for both formal and non-
formal education. There are radio broadcasts in Dagaari: news, information
programs, and educational programs. Other broadcasts are in either Twi or
English.

2.5 Education

2.5.1 Formal education

In the Chakali villages there are five primary schools and three junior
secondary schools (JSS). The only senior secondary school (SSS) serving the
Chakali area is located in Wa.

In Tosa, there is one primary school and one JSS which has an enrollment of
thirty-six students and one teacher for all levels. The JSS in Tosa also
serves the villages of Tissa and Sogla. Motigu has one primary school with
approximately forty students and one teacher. It is reported that three
students from Motigu attend JSS in Bulenga. In the village of Ducie there is
one primary school with one teacher for all levels, and one JSS which also has
one teacher. There is also one primary school in Gulumbele. The village of
Katua has one primary school and one JSS, which has an enrollment of twenty-
one students with two teachers. Although most of the Chakali villages have a
primary school, there is a lack of teachers and materials. This reportedly
leads to poor enrollment and a high drop-out rate.
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2.5.2 Literacy programs and available written material

The following information is according to the Ethnologue (Grimes 1992:271), as
well as an interview with Amy Ridall and Nancy Ball, Wali Literacy
Coordinators with the Baptist Mid-Mission (BMM) (Sept 9, 1995).

(a) Wali

Material available [See appendix B for additional information.]

• NT (1984) by BMM
Dialect: Fufulee

• OT (work in progress) by BMM
• primers: 7
• post primers: 8
• Sunday School materials

Literacy Program:

Baptist Mid-Mission has an extensive literacy program reaching the Wa area.
However, there are currently no Wali literacy classes in the Chakali area.

(b) Vagla

• NT (1977) by GILLBT
• Beginners Primer 1 & 2, Storybooks, Health Books

(c) Dagaari

Written Materials:

• Bible Portions 1970, work in Progress (NT first draft 1986) (dialect:
Jirapa). Both the Catholics and the Baptist Mid-Mission are doing
translation work in Dagaari. However, it is not known whether or not
they are working in the same dialect.

• Primers: 5 (GILLBT/Ghana Educational System)

Literacy Programs:

Non-Formal Educaton (NFED) is in charge of the Dagaari Literacy program in the
region. They have one class in Motigu which meets six evenings per week and
currently has thirty students enrolled.

There is also a NFED class in Tosa; however, no enrollment figures were
obtained.

None of the other villages in the Chakali area have on-going literacy
programs. The elders in Katua stated that they had been contacted by NFED
concerning the start of a program, but there has been no further contact.
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2.6 Religious situation in the area

In 1975 it was reported: “The Chakalis have been very little influenced by
Islam and it seems that they had no contact at all with Christianity. The
majority of the Chakali people are animists” (Reimer & Blass 1975:1). The
findings during this most recent survey show a significant change in this
situation. Islam would seem to have taken root in the area. One sign of the
presence of Islam is that, of those interviewed, more people indicated that
they were Muslims than animists. The Wali people are predominately Muslim.
Therefore, as contact increases between the Chakali and the Wali, the
influence of Islam will most likely also increase.

Although not as remarkable a change, there is also a small Christian presence
with two churches, Roman Catholic and Evangelical Church of Ghana (ECG), in
the area.

3 Previous Sociolinguistic Research

In 1974 a sociolinguistic survey was conducted in the Chakali language area by
Jean Reimer (currently SIL Togo/Benin) and Regina Blass (currently SIL Burkina
Faso/Niger). The purpose of this survey was to assess language development and
translation needs in the Chakali language. During the survey, word lists were
elicited and comprehension testing in Wali was conducted.

For the comprehension testing, twenty subjects (ten in two villages) from
various age groups, male and female, as well as people who had travelled and
those who had never been outside the area, were selected.

The Wali comprehension test results were:

• in Motigu: 96% correct answers
• in Ducie: 77% correct answers (two very low scores (20 and 30%) pulled

the percentage down to 77%. It was assumed by the researchers that
these scores were due to confusion in the testing process. If these
scores are thrown out, the estimated average of the eight remaining
subjects would be 90%.)

In explaining the results, Reimer and Blass assumed that the difference in
percentages between Motigu and Ducie was due to confusion rather than lack of
Wali comprehension in Ducie where no Hometown Test (designed to screen
subjects) was conducted. The researchers also assumed that had a Hometown Test
been conducted the two subjects with the very low scores would have been
screened out. This assumption seemed to be supported by the high test results
from Motigu where a Hometown Test was used (Reimer & Blass 1975:2).

The researchers also made an observation while eliciting word lists, which
they interpreted as another possible indication of bilingualism. They
sometimes noticed a hesitation in answering. “It seemed that some Chakali
words were not used as frequently anymore as their Wali equivalent. In two
villages the word for hill had been taken over from Wali 'tanga' and no other
word was known.” (Reimer & Blass 1975:2)

Based on the above comprehension test results, it was concluded in 1974: “the
Chakali [people] are bilingual in Wali as far as everyday subjects are
concerned.” The survey researchers assumed that “it would not be too difficult
for the Chakali to understand an idiomatic Wali translation.” They further
concluded that, if the Baptist Mid-Mission NT were to be such a translation,
there would be no need for a Chakali translation (Reimer & Blass 1975:2).
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Commenting on the findings from the 1974 study:

(1) The comprehension testing results were not totally clear. The researchers
could not be sure that lack of a Hometown Test was the cause of the lower
scores in Motigu. However, their personal interaction with the subjects
supported this judgment.

(2) Only twenty subjects were tested for Wali comprehension. This is a fairly
small sample on which to base decisions about L2 comprehension across a
community.

(3) In the conclusion Reimer & Blass refer to “bilingualism”. “Bilingualism”
generally involves both production and comprehension abilities in a
second language (L2). “Bilingualism” cannot be adequately assessed by a
comprehension test. However, it appears that Reimer & Blass were
referring to comprehension of Wali among the Chakali since they applied
the results to understanding written material, not to speaking Wali.

4) Regarding the elicitation of word lists, borrowing of terms (for example,
the use of a Wali word instead of a Chakali word which was used in the
past) does not necessarily indicate bilingualism. It could simply be the
borrowing process which is a common linguistic occurrence.

4 1995 Survey Research Questions

Given that twenty years have passed since the first Chakali survey, and given
that only twenty subjects were tested on comprehension of Wali, the present
survey was done to reassess the Chakali sociolinguistic situation. Before the
specific research questions are discussed, some comments on GILLBT's approach
to the Chakali community will be reported.

In 1989 Ring wrote “Assessing the task of GILLBT” in which he described GILLBT
strategy for sociolinguistic surveys, linguistic analysis, literacy promotion,
and Bible translation (Ring 1989). At that point he recommended, based on the
1974 survey results, a literacy strategy for Chakali using Wali, but did not
recommend that another survey be conducted.

Ring revised this paper in “Updating the task assessment of GILLBT - 1994”
(Ring 1994). In this paper he indicates that: 1) Wali bilingualism
(essentially “comprehension”) testing is needed in the Chakali area, 2)
language vitality should be assessed, and 3) the level of community interest
for language development is unknown and should be investigated. Ring also
describes the decision criteria for assessing a translation need, based on the
factors of L2 comprehension for varying age levels of the community and of
formal community sponsorship.

A proposal for Ghanaian sociolinguistic surveys was written in 1994, based on
discussions with Ring (Hatfield 1994). The Chakali language development needs
were to be determined by:

(1) assessing Wali comprehension, first from reported data and later from
tested data if necessary,

(2) assessing the use of Chakali and Wali in various domains, to determine
whether there were indications of language shift toward Wali,
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(3) assessing language attitudes related to potential community involvement in
Chakali language development,

(4) gather information on population, education levels, literacy, religious
environment, and language contact with Wali speakers.

Some information was also to be gathered on:

(5) reported Dagaari comprehension and Dagaari use, since Dagaari is the
official regional language.

(6) reported Vagla comprehension, as Vagla is closely related to Chakali.

5 Survey Methodology

The field survey was designed to be conducted in two stages, the first to
gather reported data and the second to do Wali comprehension testing, and if
necessary Dagaari or Vagla. The first stage consisted of interviews with
community leaders, as well as individual sociolinguistic questionnaires. The
results from this stage were discussed with the GILLBT administration in order
to decide how to proceed. However, at that meeting (held October 9, 1995) the
GILLBT administration decided that the data were adequate, and that L2
comprehension testing need not be done.

In the following sections the interviews with community leaders and the
individual questionnaires are described.

5.1 Interviews with community leaders

This section describes the purpose and procedures for the interviews held with
various community leaders.

5.1.1 Chiefs and elders

Purpose: To obtain the views of native speakers as to population patterns, the
geographical boundaries of the Chakali language, use of Chakali and Wali in
public domains, comprehension of Wali in the community, language attitudes and
community literacy programs. Some questions were also asked concerning use of
and attitudes towards both Vagla and Dagaari [see appendix C].

Procedure: The Chakali are under the Wali Paramount Chief in Wa, and each
Chakali village has a Wali Chief who is linked to the Bulenga Palace. Before
entering the language area, the survey team visited both the Paramount Chief
and the District Chief Executive to inform them of the work. The community
interviews were administered in the villages of Tosa, Motigu, Ducie, and
Katua.

In each case the questions were posed to a group of elders and they gave an
answer after discussing it among themselves and reaching a consensus. In Ducie
and Motigu a large number of the community gathered to listen to what was
going on. Several questions were addressed to the crowd, with responses given
by a show of hands.
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The questionnaire items were used in their set order or, sometimes, following
the topic of conversation. The responses were recorded either on the
questionnaires or in note form. A map was used in conjunction with the
questionnaire to aid in determining patterns of languages used in the area.

5.1.2 Church leaders

Interviews were conducted with Marc Zonganaa, Catechist at the Roman Catholic
Church in Motigu, as well as with Pastor Alex Kiipo and Isaac Maani, church
elder of the ECG church in Tosa. The purpose of these interviews is to
determine which languages are used in the church context and to find out the
attitudes of church leaders and congregations towards Chakali versus Wali [see
appendix D].

5.1.3 School teachers

Although there are several schools in the Chakali area, the survey was
conducted while the schools were closed for holiday. Therefore, it was only
possible to interview one teacher: Mr. Kombor Sylvanus, Headmaster/Teacher at
the Katua JSS.

The purpose of the school questionnaire is to obtain information on the number
of schools in the area, school enrollment, ratio of Chakali to other tongue
teachers, general education levels, language use, and language abilities of
the students [see appendix E].

5.2 Individual questionnaire

This section describes the purpose and procedures for the sociolinguistic
questionnaires administered among individual members of the Chakali community.

5.2.1 Purpose

To determine:

• if the subject speaks or understands Wali and to obtain an estimate of
Wali proficiency

• Chakali and Wali use with various interlocutors in different social
domains

• attitudes toward speaking and understanding Wali
• attitudes toward literacy in Wali and in Chakali
• the degree to which Vagla and/or Dagaari are used in the community.

The initial questions were used to screen potential subjects by making sure
they fell within the social categories requested, as described in section
5.2.4 [see appendix F].
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5.2.2 Procedure

The individual questionnaire was administered to each of the subjects by a
member of the survey team with the aid of an interpreter. Some of the
questions were omitted, especially those pertaining to Vagla and Dagaari, if
during the course of the interview they were deemed not applicable to a
particular subject. This will account for some of the results being based on
numbers less than the total number of subjects.

5.2.3 Test points

It was initially decided to conduct individual interviews in four Chakali
villages. Since this was a follow-up study to the 1974 survey, Motigu and
Ducie were automatically selected for comparative purposes, as they were the
two villages tested in 1974. Katua was the third choice because it is the sole
Chakali village situated on the northern road from Bulenga and would provide
geographically distributed data. The fourth village was to be Tosa. However,
based upon information gathered during the community interview, Tosa was
eliminated due to the obvious presence and influence of Wali on the speech
community. It was reported that only the older people in Tosa still speak
Chakali and that the children in Tosa do not learn Chakali. This would have
made it difficult to obtain suitable subjects.

Thus, individual interviews were conducted in three Chakali villages: Motigu,
Ducie, and Katua. It was concluded that since these are the largest villages
as well as being situated at differing distances and directions from Wa, they
would provide a good sampling of the Chakali community.

5.2.4 Selection of subjects

Visits were made to the traditional leaders of Ducie, Motigu, and Katua to
explain the work, arrange a time for the interviews, and to request help with
the selection of subjects. In most instances the leaders chose someone from
the community to coordinate the selection process. During the actual
interviews it was also possible for the survey team members to indicate
potential subjects from those who had gathered. These selections were made
according to the following predetermined social categories:

(1) 12 people from each of the 3 villages,

3 male younger, age 15-25 (MY)
3 male older, age 30-45 (MO)
3 female younger, age 15-25 (FY)
3 female older, age 30-45 (FO)

(2) they should not have lived outside the Chakali area for more than
  one year,

(3) they needed to be 100% Chakali (both father and mother Chakali),2
  and be first language (L1) Chakali speakers, and

(4) they could be either educated or noneducated, religious or having
  no religious affiliation.

                        
2Two subjects in Katua each reported having a Sisaala mother.
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5.2.5 Description of sample

Actual test subjects by village and social group:

Ducie Motigu  Katua Total

MY  3  3  3  9
MO  3  3  3  9
FY  3  4  3 10
FO  3  3  3  9

Total 12 13 12 37

Education Level:

Overall, the education level among subjects is low. Only 12/37 (32%) reported
having attended school. Nine of these twelve have attained the level of JSS1
or its equivalent. Education was more predominant among younger versus older
subjects (9/19-47% vs 3/18-17%) and among males than females (7/18-39% vs
5/19-26%). None of the female subjects with an education were in the older age
group.

In a comparison of education by village, 7/12 live in Ducie, which is the
largest Chakali village, 4/12 in Katua, and in Motigu only 1 subject (of 13)
reported having attended school.

5.2.6 Selection of interpreters

Since none of the members of the survey team speak Chakali it was necessary to
enlist members of the Chakali community to act as interpreters. An ideal
situation is to have L1 Chakali speakers who are bilingual in English and who
would be available to travel with the team from village to village. It was
decided that Tosa would be the best location in which to find these
assistants, as it is the most accessible village. However, once in Tosa, there
was only one man (Isaac Maani) available who was adequately proficient in
English. The problem was that, although a Chakali, he did not speak Chakali
well. He spoke Wali. Since two community interviews were scheduled for the
day, and given that all Chakali villages have Wali chiefs, the decision was
made to have Mr. Maani accompany the team and conduct the interviews in Wali.
If there was a problem with communication, a translator would be sought in
each village.

Mr. Maani served as an interpreter during all four Community Interviews as
well as working with one of the team members during the administration of the
Individual Questionnaires. He was instructed that if at any point he felt
there was the slightest problem with comprehension or speaking proficiency in
Wali, the interview should be halted in order to find a Chakali interpreter.
None of the interviews was stopped.

For the remaining Individual Questionnaires, Chakali interpreters were found.
For Motigu and Ducie, the NFED facilitator in Motigu, Marc Zonganaa, was
available, as well as a member from each community. For the interviews in
Katua, the JSS teacher in Tosa was available, and an English speaker was found
in Katua.
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Interviews conducted in Wali:

Ducie Motigu  Katua Total

MY 2 1 1  4
MO 1 1 2  4
FY 1 2 1  4
FO 0 0 1  1

Total: 4 4 5 13/37 (35%)

6 Results

This section contains the results from the various community leaders'
interviews as well as individual questionnaires. Level of mulilingualism, the
language learning environment, language vitality, literacy, and education are
described.

6.1 Level of multilingualism

6.1.1 Reported level of multilingualism

(a) Wali

On the individual questionnaires 37/37 (100%) report the ability to speak and
understand Wali. Only 1/37 states he could not adequately defend/express
himself before a Wali Chief, and another subject reports not being able to
always understand jokes in Wali. As a note, 4/4 Community Questionnaires and
13/37 (35%) Individual Questionnaires were administered in Wali. None of the
interviewees reported a problem with comprehension of the questions.

Elders in Katua report that children understand Wali better than adults. In
Tosa, the elders report that everyone understands Wali, but only the elderly
still speak Chakali. They say some of the Chakali children, in Tosa, do not
even understand Chakali. Twenty-eight(28) of 30 subjects (93%) state that
children are able to speak Wali and 25 of these 28 (89%) stated that children
are able to speak Wali before they reach school age (6 yrs).

In summary, all of the subjects report that they can speak and understand
Wali. Most subjects also report that children speak Wali from a young age.

(b) Dagaari

Only 3/37 subjects (8%) report the ability to speak Dagaari, but 2 of the 3
state that they could not adequately defend/express themselves before a
Dagaari Chief. Of the other 34 subjects, 25 (74%) report the ability to
understand Dagaari. Of the subjects who report being able to either speak or
understand Dagaari, only 9/28 (32%) state that they always understand jokes in
Dagaari.

These figures indicate that both speaking ability and comprehension of Dagaari
among these subjects is not very high.
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(c) Vagla

Only 1/37 (3%) reports the ability to speak Vagla, and 16/36 (44%) report the
ability to understand Vagla. However, only 4/17 (24%) state they always
understand jokes in Vagla.

Again, based on these figures, speaking ability and comprehension of Vagla
among these subjects is not very high.

6.1.2 Language learning environment

In the following sections the language learning environment for Wali and
Dagaari is examined.

(a) Social contact

Nine(9) of the 37 subjects (24%) report that they learned Wali in the home. It
seems that this refers to contact with Wali-speaking visitors and/or Wali-
speaking relatives living in the same compound rather than with immediate
family members. The other 28/37 (76%) report learning Wali through social
contact with Wali speakers which can be different domains for different
subjects: school, neighbors, or market.

(b) Travel

Subjects were asked about their travel patterns to Wali-speaking areas,
particularly Wa. Thirty(30) of 37 (81%) report travel to Wa at least once a
year. Distribution of subjects by village is: 12/13 (92%) in Motigu, 10/12
(83%) in Katua and 8/12 (67%) in Ducie.

Frequency of travel was also asked for and seems to be more of a factor when
considered by individual village. In Ducie, 4/8 (50%) report travelling to Wa
only once a year. However,in Motigu and Katua, both of which are closer to Wa,
there is a marked increase in frequency of travel: 9/13 (69%) in Motigu and
7/12 (58%) in Ducie report travelling to Wa at least once a month.

Slightly more women than men (17/19-89% vs. 13/18-72%), and slightly more
older than younger subjects (16/18-89% vs 14/19-74%) report travelling to Wa.

(c) Religion

Some subjects are exposed to Wali at the Mosque, as 17/37 (46%) gave Islam as
their religion: 2/17 in Ducie, 6/17 in Motigu, and 9/17 in Katua.

A few of the subjects, 4/37 (11%) who report their religion as Roman Catholic,
come in contact with Wali at church. All four subjects live in Motigu and
stated they attend church once a week.
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(d) Education: formal and non-formal

Since Dagaari is the official language of education, the following figures
relate specifically to Dagaari. Of the 12/37 (32%) subjects who had any level
of education (see section 5.2.5), 6/12 (50%) report having had anywhere from
1-7 years of Dagaari in school. However, only 2/12 (17%) report the ability to
speak Dagaari, and 8/10 (80%) report comprehension of Dagaari. None of these
report always understanding Dagaari jokes.

Dagaari is also promoted by Non-Formal Education; however, there is only one
literacy class in the Chakali area, in Motigu. Only 4/37 (11%) report having
registered for a Dagaari Literacy class; all live in Motigu. None of these
subjects also report having attended school.

There are neither Wali nor Vagla literacy classes in the Chakali area and none
of the subjects report ever having registered for such a class.

6.1.3 Summary

All subjects report the ability to speak and understand Wali. Almost all
report being able to perform higher-level language functions (verbal defense,
comprehending jokes) in Wali. Most subjects also report that children can
speak and understand Wali by school age. In Tosa, the elders reported that
some children do not even understand Chakali.

There is contact with Wali speakers both within the Chakali communities and in
other geographical areas. There are Wali speakers in every Chakali village.
Travel patterns indicate that the majority of subjects have some degree of
contact with Wali through visits to Wali-speaking areas, particularly Wa. Many
subjects in Motigu and Ducie report travelling to Wa once a month. Over half
of the subjects also come into contact with Wali in the religious context.

Reported speaking and understanding of Dagaari and Vagla is not very high.

6.2 Language vitality

6.2.1 Language use

(a) Language use in various domains

(1) Community Questionnaire

The elders in each community were asked about the use of Chakali and Wali in
community and private activities such as customary rites, making
announcements, community meetings, public information meetings, and in the
home. The reported use of Chakali and Wali in these domains is as follows:
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Community Activities

Exclusively Chakali
• For Customary Rites such as pouring libation, outdooring of a Chakali

child, and Chakali funerals, the language used in all of the villages
is Chakali.

Chakali and Wali:
• Chakali continues to be the language used for making annoucements in

all of the villages, but Katua reports the use of both Chakali and
Wali.

• Community meetings in Ducie and Motigu are conducted in Chakali, Katua
uses both Chakali and Wali, and Tosa uses Wali.

• For public information meetings, Ducie, Katua, and Tosa report the use
of both Chakali and Wali, with Motigu using either Wali or English.

• All villages report the use of both Chakali and Wali for singing and
telling folktakes.

Exclusively Wali
• Wali is used for elder/council meetings as well as the enstooling of

the Wali Chief. However, as one elder in Katua pointed out, the chief
is Wali, so any meeting in which he is involved will be conducted in
Wali out of respect.

Home/Children

• Elders in all villages report the use of Chakali in the home, with all
but Motigu also reporting the use of Wali.

• When asked which language children use in the home or when they play
with other Chakali children, the elders in Motigu and Katua report the
use of Chakali, and elders in Ducie report the use of both Chakali and
Wali. Elders in Tosa report that children use Wali both in the home
and at play.

When Wali is used in a public forum, as in those instances listed above, there
is reportedly no need for an interpreter.

Chakali is used exclusively only for customary rites. It is used in
conjunction with Wali in almost all public and private domains as reported by
community elders in all villages visited. The exceptions to this use are
situations directly involving the Wali chief, and in the village of Tosa among
children. In both instances Wali is the language of choice. When comparing
language use by village, Ducie reports the least use of Wali in public
domains, while Katua reports the least use of Wali in the home.

(2) Individual Questionnaire

Subjects were asked which language(s) they use in various domains and for
various purposes.

All subjects report the use of Chakali in the home. As a follow-up question
subjects were asked if they also use Wali in the home.
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Figure 1: Use of Wali in the home

Ducie Motigu Katua Total

MY 1/ 3 0/ 3 1/ 3  2/ 9
MO 0/ 3 0/ 3 3/ 3  3/ 9
FY 1/ 3 3/ 4 3/ 3  7/10
FO 0/ 3 2/ 3 1/ 3  3/ 9

Total 2/12 (17%) 5/13 (38%) 8/12 (66%) 15/37 (40%)

Y: 9/19 (47%) M: 5/18 (28%)
O: 6/18 (33%) F: 10/19 (53%)

There seems to be more use of Wali in the home among younger subjects and by
females versus males. When compared by village, more subjects in Katua
reported use of Wali in the home than those in Motigu, with the least use
being reported among those in Ducie.

Subjects were also asked if they use Wali on a daily basis.

Figure 2: Daily use of Wali

Ducie Motigu Katua Total

MY 1/ 3 2/ 3 1/ 3  4/ 9
MO 1/ 3 0/ 3 1/ 3  2/ 9
FY 1/ 3 4/ 4 2/ 3  7/10
FO 0/ 3 0/ 3 2/ 3  2/ 9

Total 3/12 (25%) 6/13 (46%) 6/12 (50%) 15/37 (40%)

Y: 11/19 (58%) M: 6/18 (33%)
O:  4/18 (22%) F: 9/19 (47%)

There is a difference across age groups with more younger than older subjects
reporting daily use of Wali. Although not as apparent there is also some
difference when compared by gender, with more females than males reporting
daily use. In a comparison across villages, Katua and Motigu show similar
patterns with Ducie reporting the least daily use of Wali.

Subjects were asked which language they use with parents, spouse, their own
children, Chakali friends, neighbors, and at work in the field. All subjects
(for whom these contexts applied) reported the use of Chakali in these
domains. In Motigu, one younger female subject reported the use of both
Chakali and Wali with her children, and another younger female subject
reported using both with her parents.
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Subjects were also asked which language they use to dream, sing, and count
money.

When they dream 37/37 report using Chakali.

For singing, 24/37 (65%) report the use of Chakali, 13/37 (35%) state
they use both Chakali and Wali.

To count money, 24/37 (65%) report using Chakali, 10/37 (27%) report the
use of both Chakali and Wali. One of the 37 reports the use of
Wali only, while the 2 remaining subjects reported the use of
Chakali and English(1), and Twi(1).

In regard to the subjects who use both Chakali and Wali for singing and
counting money, there are no apparent differences when compared by age,
gender, town or education level.

(b) Language use with Wali speakers

All subjects, 37/37, report using Wali when speaking to Wali friends and 33/37
(89%) state that when they have an argument with a Wali speaker they use Wali.

The majority of subjects, 23/37 (62%), report that Chakali children use Wali
when they play with Wali children. Of the other subjects, 8/37 (22%) report
the use of both Chakali and Wali, and 5/37 (13%) report that Chakali children
use Chakali when they play with Wali children. There is no apparent difference
when compared across villages.

(c) Language use in the educational system

Only one teacher (Katua JSS) was available for an interview. He reports the
use of English at all levels as the medium of instruction. He is a L1 Dagaari
speaker, but reports that the students do not do well with the Dagaari
language. When asked which language students use outside of class among
themselves he reported the use of Chakali.

Although not personally available, it was reported that the teacher in Motigu
is an L1 Wali speaker and uses Wali in the classroom.

(d) Language use in the church/mosque context

There is one Roman Catholic Church in Motigu, with an average of forty-five
people in attendance. The catechist is an L1 Chakali speaker. He reports the
use of Chakali for preaching, announcements, and prayer. He uses the Dagaari
Scriptures and uses Dagaari for marriages, funerals, and songs. However, since
the people do not understand Dagaari, he translates into either Wali or
Chakali. He expressed an interest in using the Wali NT and one was provided
for him.

The only other church in the Chakali area is a small ECG church in Tosa with
about seventeen members. The pastor is Vagla, but the people do not understand
Vagla, so everything is translated into Wali. For Scripture readings, they use
the Wali NT.
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There are mosques at Motigu, Katua, and Tosa. It is reported that services are
conducted in Arabic with a translation into either Chakali or Wali.

(e) Language use in the Written Register

According to church leaders, few, if any, members of their congregations own a
Bible.

(f) Summary

There is reported use of both Chakali and Wali in all of the Chakali villages
in which interviews were conducted, varying according to domains. It was
reported that Chakali is used exclusively for customary rites and for speaking
with parents, spouse, one's own children, Chakali friends and neighbors.
Chakali and/or Wali are used, depending on the village, in public domains,
such as announcements, community meetings and public information meetings,
where reportedly no interpreters are necessary. Both Chakali and Wali are used
for singing and telling folktales. When interacting with a Wali speaker, all
subjects reported using Wali.

All subjects reported the use of Chakali in the home. However, a fairly high
percentage of the subjects (40%) also reported the use of Wali in the home.
Daily use of Wali was also reported by 40% of the subjects. For both
questions, Wali use was higher among younger versus older, and female versus
male subjects.

It was reported that some children use only Chakali when playing with Chakali
children, and some use Chakali and Wali. The majority use Wali when playing
with Wali children.

In a comparison by village, Ducie reports the least overall use of Wali. It
should be noted that Ducie is also the most remote, or furthest from Wa, of
those villages visited.

In the religious domain both Chakali and Wali are used.

6.2.2 Attitudes

During both the community interviews and the individual questionnaires several
questions were asked to explore attitudes toward Chakali and Wali.

(a) Attitudes towards Chakali

When asked whether or not the young people in the village speak Chakali well,
37/37 responded positively.

Subjects were also asked what language they think their grandchildren will use
in their homes. All 37 subjects stated that Chakali will still be used. When
asked to give a reason why they think this way, most subjects gave the
response that it is their language. This same question was asked during the
Community interviews. Elders in Katua said their grandchildren will still use
Chakali, Ducie elders responded with both Chakali and Wali, while the elders
in Tosa said their grandchildren will speak Wali.
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All subjects think it would be good for the Chakali people if they could read
and write Chakali, with 35/35 stating they would want to enroll in a Chakali
literacy class if one were established in their village. As a final question,
subjects were asked if they thought their community would give financial
support for the printing of Chakali books. Again, 37/37 gave a positive
response with many stating the money could be raised through contributions,
community labor or special sales.

(b) Attitudes towards spoken Wali

Only one item on the Individual Questionnaire addressed attitudes toward
spoken Wali. Subjects were given a situation in which a young person preferred
speaking Wali at home and were asked whether or not they thought the parents
would be happy about this. Eleven of the 37 subjects responded “Yes”, the
parents would be happy. In a village comparison, 7/11 were from Motigu and
4/11 from Ducie. None of the subjects in Katua responded positively to this
question.

When asked to give a reason why they responded “Yes”, several different
reasons were given:

• Wali is also our language.
• The Chakali and Wali are related.
• It is good to learn another language.
• They use Wali, so it is good that they know it.

However, 26/37 (70%) subjects said that the parents would not be happy. The
majority 20/26 (77%) gave as a reason that Wali is not their language.

During the Community Interview in Ducie the people were asked whether they can
express themselves in Wali. There was a positive response from the crowd, with
one man stating, “Wali is sweet in our mouth.”

(c) Attitudes towards literacy/written materials in Wali

When asked in which language they would prefer to have a literacy program,
given a choice between Wali, Vagla, and Dagaari, 36/37 (97%) answered Wali and
1/37 said Dagaari. When given the choice between Chakali and Wali programs,
the people in Katua stated during the Community Interview that they would take
either.

The facilitator of the NFED class in Tosa reported that many of the students
have dropped out because the class is in Dagaari and they do not understand
Dagaari. They have expressed an interest in having a Wali literacy class.

Subjects were also asked to consider a situation in which they could choose
between three books, a Wali book, a Dagaari and a Vagla book. All but one
(36/37) stated they would choose the Wali book, with most subjects citing
language comprehension as a reason. The remaining subject said he would prefer
to have an English book.

(d) Summary

All subjects thought that young people speak Chakali well, and that Chakali
will continue to be spoken by their grandchildren. The majority of subjects
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anticipated that parents would be unhappy if their children preferred using
Wali in the home domain.

All subjects were positive about the development of Chakali, stating that they
would want to enroll in a Chakali literacy class, and thought the community
would financially support literacy development in Chakali. Attitudes toward
Wali literacy were also very positive.

6.3 Literacy and education

6.3.1 Reading and writing ability

The overall literacy rate among subjects is rather low for the investigated
languages. Only 4/37 (11%) report the ability to read and write Wali. All four
of these subjects are male and none are from the village of Motigu. For Vagla
and Dagaari the numbers are even lower. Two of 37 report the ability to read
Dagaari, none reports writing ability, and only 1/37 reports the ability to
read and write Vagla. All subjects who reported the ability to read or write
in any language have attained at least an F2/JSS2 level of education.

6.3.2 Writing in Chakali

Three subjects report personal attempts to write Chakali: one older and two
younger males. All three are from Ducie.

7 Conclusion

As mentioned above, the purpose of this survey was to gather data on the
Chakali sociolinguistic situation in order to help GILLBT administrators
decide whether there is a need for Chakali language development or whether
these communities should be linked to Wali literacy efforts.

The Chakali language development needs were to be determined by assessing Wali
comprehension, assessing the use of Chakali and Wali in various domains to see
if language shift is occurring, assessing attitudes, and gathering other
related information (e.g. on population, language contact, education levels,
literacy, and religious environment).

According to the data gathered, Wali is spoken and understood throughout the
Chakali community. Wali language abilities were assessed by reported data with
all subjects reporting that they speak and understand Wali, including higher
level functions. These results concur with the findings of the 1974 study
which showed high tested comprehension among the subjects. The reported data
from the present survey also indicate that children speak and understand Wali
before school age.

Contact with Wali occurs in several domains in the Chakali community. There
are Wali speakers in every Chakali village and intermarriage is quite common.
Travel patterns indicate that the majority of subjects have some degree of
contact with Wali through visits to Wali-speaking areas, particularly Wa.
There is also some contact with Wali in the mosques and churches.

There are no strong indications of imminent language shift, even though Wali
is used in a number of domains in the community. All subjects report that they
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use Chakali in the home; however, some also use Wali. All use Chakali with
parents, spouse, children, and Chakali friends. In interactions with Wali
speakers, adults and children generally use Wali. For most community
gatherings Chakali and/or Wali are used. The only indication of a negative
attitude toward use of Wali was in the specific domain of the home -- if young
people preferred to use it there.

Attitudes toward having literature in both Chakali and Wali are positive.

Originally it was planned to include Wali comprehension testing in the survey
as a second phase of the research. However, at a meeting held October 9, 1995
in which most of the data described above were presented, the GILLBT
administration decided that the data were adequate for making a decision
regarding Chakali language development.

Based on the findings which showed a high level of reported comprehension of
Wali, its use in several domains, and the contact of Chakali speakers with
Wali speakers, and the results from the 1974 study showing a high level of
tested comprehension, GILLBT administration decided that Wali comprehension
and use was high enough and its use was extensive enough for the use of Wali
written materials, and that Chakali language development would not be pursued
by GILLBT.

According to the main research question, the decision not to pursue Chakali
language development implies that the Chakali community should be linked to
Wali literacy efforts. Attitudes are positive toward use of Wali literature.
At present the only Wali literacy classes (organized by the Baptist Mid-
Mission) are held in the Wa area, but none are in the Chakali area. Currently
NFED literacy classes in the area are only in Dagaari.
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Appendix A: Map of the Chakali Area
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Appendix B: Wali Materials

Information from the Baptist Mid-Mission

NT:
• Register: the language spoken today by the Fufulee people and

therefore well understood. However, some of the terminology (such as
“righteouness”, “justification”, etc.) and doctrinal expressions are
more difficult to understand and must be taught in church.

• Style: semi-literal translation (closer to King James than to The Good
News)

• The NT is widely used in the BMM churches in the Wali area, in the
Youth Ministries, and in the Wali Bible School, as well as among
several Dagaari groups. Since the Wali people are Muslim, the NT is
not widely distributed among the Wali.

Primers:
• A considerable part of the teaching material, such as drills and

charts, are not in the primers, but are used only in class, either on
the blackboard or as flash cards.

Post-Primers:
• books with animal stories and descriptions on the life of the people

(some of these stories are written by former literacy class
participants)

• practical guide books, e.g., how to plant trees
• religious books
• Work is currently underway on a health book, based on Where there is

no doctor.
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Appendix C: Community Questionnaire

(GILLBT, rev. 9/95, based on COM-QST of SIL/Benin)

Date: / /95 Place: _____________ Researcher: _____________

Name and address of the chief:

Ethnic identity of chief: _________ Ethnic identity of his elders: _________

Abbreviations: C=Chakali, W=Wali, V=Vagla, D=Dagaari, Y=Yes, N=No

I. The Surveyed Language and its Neighboring Languages

A. Language Situation

1.1. How do you call your language? _____________________________

1.2. In which villages is your language spoken? In (x)? ... (ask for each
village of the area)

(Make a green circle around those villages where the lg is spoken. Put in
parenthesis those villages where it is not certain which lg is spoken
in them.)

1.3. Are there any other languages besides
your own spoken in these villages?
If yes, which languages? __________________________

(Make a blue box around those villages where the surveyed lg
and other lgs are spoken)

B. Reference Dialect

1.4. Among those villages where your language is spoken, are there differences
in the way of speaking it?

1 ___________________________________________________________

2 ___________________________________________________________

1.5. Which villages speak differently?
(According to the information given by the interviewee:)

Write the letter A besides those villages where people speak like the
interviewees, write the letter B besides the villages of a different
group C, etc.

Make a continual line for the dialect boundaries which are certain and a
interrupted line where the boundaries are uncertain.

1.6. How are the people called who speak like those in the villages?

A ________________ B _________________ C __________________
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1.7. What kinds of differences (pronunciation, vocabulary, tone?) are there
between

A and B _____________________________________________________

A and C _____________________________________________________

B and C _____________________________________________________

1.8. Which speech form is the most
difficult for you to understand? ___________________________

1.9. How do you understand the speakers of the other speech forms?

++ very well + half half - very little

(The surveyor has to use the following table in order to ask speakers of
each speech form how well they understand the other speech forms)

How well do they understand:

  B       C      D A      C       D
A ____________________ B ____________________

  B       C      D A      B       C
C ____________________ D ____________________

1.10. Do children/men/women who speak A understand speaker of ... well?

(a) Children
   B    C    D
A y n  y n  y n

(b) Men
   B    C    D
A y n  y n  y n

(c) Women
   B    C    D
A y n  y n  y n

1.11. Where is your language spoken the best? ____________________

1.12. If one would like to write your language
which speech form should be chosen? ________________________

II. Ratio of Population

2.1. Give an estimate of the people in this village: C: __________

W: __________ V: __________ D: __________ ___: __________

2.2. Give an estimate of the C speakers in this village: _________

2.3. Are there any mixed marriages? If yes, how many?

C-W: Y N _______ C-V: Y N _______ C-D: Y N _______
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2.4. Are there any C people who work outside the C area? How many?

W area: _________ When they come back to the village,
which language do they use at home? C W

with their Chakali friends? C W

V area: _________ When they come back to the village,
which language do they use at home? C W

with their Chakali friends? C W

D area: _________ When they come back to the village,
which language do they use at home? C W

with their Chakali friends? C W

III. Language Use and Bilingualism in the Area

A. Language Use and Comprehension in Public Functions

3.1. Announcements Language used
Gong-Gong beating C W V D ____
Talking drums C W V D ____

Interpreter used for (meetg, sgrp)____________________________

______________________________________________________________

Interpreter desired for (meetg, sgrp) ________________________

______________________________________________________________

3.2. Customary Rites
Pouring libation C W V D ____
Enstooling C W V D ____
Outdooring of a child C W V D ____
Puberty Rites C W V D ____
Funeral C W V D ____
Marriage (mixed marriage) C W V D ____
Songs (Female, Male) C W V D ____
Folktales C W V D ____

Interpreter used for (meetg, sgrp)____________________________

______________________________________________________________

Interpreter desired for (meetg, sgrp) ________________________

______________________________________________________________

3.3. Elders' or council meetings
Chief and Elders Meetings C W V D ____
Traditional Council Meetings C W V D ____

Interpreter used for (meetg, sgrp)____________________________

______________________________________________________________
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Interpreter desired for (meetg, sgrp) ________________________

______________________________________________________________

3.4. Community meetings
Community Discussion (Dev.) Meetings  C W V D ____
Information van C W V D ____
Public Information Meetings (Govt.) C W V D ____
Political Rallies C W V D ____
Others C W V D ____

3.5. When a community devlp meeting is organized in W/V/D/__, can the C
speakers participate well in ...?

W: Y N Which people can't? MY MO FY FO Edct NEdct
V: Y N Which people can't? MY MO FY FO Edct NEdct
D: Y N Which people can't? MY MO FY FO Edct NEdct
___: Y N Which people can't? MY MO FY FO Edct NEdct

B. Language Use and Comprehension in Private Functions

3.6. Which language(s) do you speak in your home? _______________
If C:

Do you also use W: Y N V: Y N D: Y N ____: Y N

3.7. Which language(s) do C people
in Ducie speak in their homes? _____________
If C:

Do they also use W: Y N V: Y N D: Y N ____: Y N

3.8. Which language(s) do C people
in Bulenga speak in their homes? _____________
If C:

Do they also use W: Y N V: Y N D: Y N ____: Y N

3.9. Which language(s) do C people in the other
Chakali villages speak in their homes? ______________
If C:

Do they also use W: Y N V: Y N D: Y N ____: Y N

3.10. How do the people in this village understand speakers of the other
languages? (++ very well; + half half; - very little)

W V D ____
Children
-------------------------------------------------------------
MY
-------------------------------------------------------------
MO
-------------------------------------------------------------
FY
-------------------------------------------------------------
FO

3.11. Which language do the C children speak at home? ____________
If C:

Do you also use W: Y N V: Y N D: Y N ____: Y N
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In which instances do they use these other languages:

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

3.12. When the C children play, which language do they use:
with C children C W V D ____
with W children C W V D ____
with V children C W V D ____
with D children C W V D ____
with ___ children C W V D ____

3.13. Which language do you think your grandchildren
will use in their homes when
they have become adults? C W V D ____

C. Language Use in Media

3.14. Does radio broadcasting exist in one of the reg lgs? Y N
In which languages? C W V D ____
What kind of programs? _____________________________________

3.15. Do TV programs exist in one of the reg lgs? Y N
In which languages? C W V D ____
What kind of programs? _____________________________________

IV. Literacy

4.1. Do you have a literacy program in your village? Y N

4.2. In which language? C W V ____

4.3. Who are the organizers? ______________________________________

4.4. If NO: in which other villages
are literacy programs conducted? _______________________

4.5. Do you know any C people who write C? Y N
Who? _______________________________________________________

4.6. If there was a literacy program set up in the area
in a language other than Chakali, in which
language would you prefer that it be? W V D ____
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Appendix D: Church Questionnaire

(GILLBT rev 9/95, based on CHUR-QST of SIL/Benin)

Date: / /95 Place: _____________ Researcher: _____________

Name(s): ________________________________ Denomination: _________

Abbreviations: C=Chakali, W=Wali, V=Vagla, D=Dagaari, Y=Yes, N=No

1. Are the majority of people in the area: Muslim Chr Anim
   Give estimated proportions for each location:  ______________

2. Which churches in the area have:
largest number in the congregations? ________________________

     most churches?  ______________________________________________

3. What language(s) are used in the main / “spiritual” churches for [probe for
various areas]

 preaching C W/V/D/__  marriages C W/V/D/__
 announcements C W/V/D/__  funerals C W/V/D/__
 Scripture readings C W/V/D/__  (eulogy by family)
 prayer: by leaders C W/V/D/__  songs  C W/V/D/__

                  congregation C W/V/D/__

4. What language(s) are used for:
 women's meetings C W/V/D/___
 youth meetings C W/V/D/___
 plays or drama C W/V/D/___
 testimonies C W/V/D/___
 prayers during Bible studies C W/V/D/___
 Children's Service C W/V/D/___
 Sunday School C W/V/D/___

5. If in W/V/D: Do all members of the congregation
understand the preaching Y N
understand Scriptures Y N
(Youth? Older people?)

6. Which Bible is used in the various churches? W V D ___

7. Do people own W/V/D/__ Bibles? Y N
What proportion of the congregation? _______________________

8. Are there any Christian materials available in Chakali? Y N
What? _______________________________________________________

9. Are there Chakali people in church leadership? Y N
What language do they use for preaching? C W/V/D/__

10. Does the church leadership allow/encourage Chakali in:
the worship service/mass? Y N
during various meetings? Y N Which ones? ______________
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Appendix E: School Questionnaire

(GILLBT rev 9/95, based on SCH-QST SIL/Benin)

Date: / /95 Place: _____________ Researcher: _____________

Abbreviations: C=Chakali, W=Wali, V=Vagla, D=Dagaari
Y=Yes, N=No, M=Male, F=Female

I. Presentation of the Interviewee

1. Name: _____________________________     2. Mother tongue: _________

3. Yrs of teaching in this village: ______ 4. Level: _________

II. Background Information

5. How many Pre-Schools _______
Primary Schools _______
JSS _______
SSS _______

do you have in this area?

6. What is the average educational level of people under age 25?

M: Primary JSS SSS
F: Primary JSS SSS

7. Any post secondary institutions in the C area? Y N

8. How many teachers in this school are; C_______ W_______ V_______ D_______

At what levels? C teachers: Level(s) _______________
W:_________, V:__________, D:__________

9. Total enrollment in this school? _______

10. How many boys/girls in this school? Boys_________
Girls________

11. How many students in P6 complete primary each year? _________

JSS complete JSS level/year? ___________

III. Language Use

12. What Ghanaian lgs are taught in the schools?
primary_______________________, secondary_____________________

13. (Primary school): When they start school, do the children
• understand: W: Y N V: Y N D: Y N __: Y N
• speak: W: Y N V: Y N D: Y N __: Y N
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14. What is the medium of instruction for

• preschool ____________________________
• the first three years ____________________________
• later ____________________________

15. In the classroom, what lg(s)
do you use with C children? C W V D

16. Do they always understand
when you give instructions in W/V/D? Y N

17. Is it ever necessary to give explanations in C? Y N

18. When C students give explanations in W/V/D
can they communicate their ideas as clearly
as W/V/D students(if any)? Y N

19. Do C students perform as well as W/V/D
students (if any) on their W/V/D exams? Y N

20. In informal situations: what lg(s) do
C teachers use with C students? C W V D

21. Which lg do C students use with C teachers
in class C W V D

outside of class C W V D

22. What lg do the children use at break with each other? ________
while playing? __________

23. What language is used by the parents at PTA meetings? ________
If they use W/V/D, can C parents communicate their
ideas as clearly as W/V/D parents? Y N

24. Are there any literacy materials in the mother tongue? Y N
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Appendix F: Individual Questionnaire

(rev 9/95, 6/95, after the Cameroonian version)

 M F
 Ö-----Ú------Ì
Y û-----é------À
O Û-----Ù------ì

Date: / /95 Place: _____________ Researcher: _____________

Abbreviations: C=Chakali, W=Wali, V=Vagla, D=Dagaari, E=English, Y=Yes, N=No

I. Presentation of the Testee

1.1. Name and surname: _______________________ 1.2. Age: ______

1.3. Sex: ___ 1.4. Profession: ________________

1.5. Last class in school? _____ Yrs of reg lg in school? Lg: ___ Yrs: ____

1.6a Religion: _____ 1.6b Denomination? ________

1.6c Church/Mosque attendance: Dly sev/wk 1x/wk 2x/mth 1x/mth >1x/mth

1.7. Where were you born? _____________

1.8. Where did you grow up? __________

1.9. Where do you live now? ________________________

1.10a Did you ever live outside of your village? Y N

1.10b Where? _______________________________ For how long? _____

1.11. Testee's mother tongue? C W V D

1.12. Father's mother tongue? C W V D

1.13. Mother's mother tongue? C W V D

1.14. Language Use between parents? C W V D

1.15. Spouse(s)'s mother tongue(s)? C W V D

1.16. Language Use of testee at home? C W V D

If Chk, additional use of? W: Y N / V: Y N / D: Y N
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II. Multilingualism

2.1. Do you travel to W / V / D areas Y N

Where? ____________ _____________ ____________

How often? ____________ _____________ ____________
(>1x/wk, 1x/wk, 2x/mth, 1x/mth, 4-6x/yr, 1x/yr)

Duration of stay? ____________ _____________ ____________

2.2a Do you speak: W: Y N / V: Y N / D: Y N
If YES: Which do you speak best? C W V D

2.2b Do you undst: W: Y N / V: Y N / D: Y N
If YES: Which do you understand best? C W V D

2.3. Where did you learn W? Home School Other: ___________
V? Home School Other: ___________
D? Home School Other: ___________

2.4. If you were brought before the chief to defend yourself, would you
be able to defend/express yourself in his lg? W: Y N / V: Y N / D: Y N

2.5. Do you always understand jokes in W: Y N / V: Y N / D: Y N

III. Language Use

3.1. Which language do you use the most often Which one do they speak with
you

with your father C W V D ____ C W V D ___
with your mother C W V D ____ C W V D ___
with your spouse C W V D ____ C W V D ___
with your children C W V D ____ C W V D ___
with your C friends C W V D ____ C W V D ___
with your W friends C W V D ____ C W V D ___
with your V friends C W V D ____ C W V D ___
with your D friends C W V D ____ C W V D ___
with your G friends C W V D ____ C W V D ___
with your neighbors C W V D ____ C W V D ___
with the C elders C W V D ____ C W V D ___
with the W elders C W V D ____ C W V D ___
at work / field C W V D ____ C W V D ___
at the market C W V D ____ C W V D ___

3.2. What language do you use to:
Dream C W V D ____
Singing C W V D ____
Count Money C W V D ____
Write Letters to C friends C W V D ____
In arguments with: C Spk: ___ / W Spk: ___ / V Spk: ___ / D Spk: ___

3.3. Do you speak ___ every day? W: Y N / V: Y N / D: Y N
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3.4. Do you have children? Y N
Do they speak W: Y N / V: Y N / D: Y N
Did they speak it before they reached schoolage? Y N
Do they understand W: Y N / V: Y N / D: Y N
Did they understand it before they reached schoolage? Y N
If YES: Where did they learn it? Home School _____________

3.5. When the C children play, which language do they use:
with C children: C W V D
with W children: C W V D

with V children: C W V D
with D children: C W V D

IV. Language Attitudes

4.1. When a young person prefers speaking ... at home, are the
parents happy about it? W: Y N / V: Y N / D: Y N
Why? ____________________________________________________________________

4.2. Do the young people speak C well? Y N
If NO: Why not? _________________________________________________________

4.3. What language do you think your grandchildren will
use in their homes when they have become adults? C W V D
Why? ____________________________________________________________________

V. Literacy

5.1. Read W? Y N ________________ Write W? Y N ________________

5.2. Read V? Y N ________________ Write V? Y N ________________

5.3. Read D? Y N ________________ Write D? Y N ________________

5.4. Registered for literacy class? W: Y N / V: Y N / D: Y N

5.5. If there was a literacy program set up in the area
in a language other than Chakali, in which
language would you prefer that it be? W V D

5.6. If someone has 3 books, one in W, V, D
which one would you take? W V D

5.7. Do you know any C speakers who write C? Y N

5.8. Have you ever tried to write C? Y N

5.9. Do you think it would be good for the
C people if they could read and write C? Y N
Why? ____________________________________________________________________

5.10. If there were C literacy classes in this village/town, would you want to
enroll for classes? Y N

5.11. Would your people contribute money for printing books? Y N
How could you raise funds? __________________________________________
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